


 
 
 
 

I. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



A Birth and Death Seen Through a Broken Window 
 

The clairvoyant child weeps with clouds  
in her eyes. Wind rises and rips 
through fields of wheat and wild 
flowers, tomorrow’s birthday 
forgotten. In the scramble 

we sacrifice emergent memories 
of today. My hands fold useless 
in the meadow of thrilled decay. 
Soon they will crumble like daggers 
of clay in the valleys of her spine.  



Torn Out Pages in the Mind of a Coma 
 

Of static hope 
I am dulled against these streets. 

Now the waking world feels so unreal, 
 

The leaping feeling purely dream. 

My heart will stay wet. 
Perhaps the matches, 

 
The melting walls of unknowing 
The certainty, the singular stare. 

Was this feeling also false? 
 

I will stay silver in your film reel heart as it spoils in the sunlight 
Towards the punk who slurred at you 

I won’t apologize for my violence, 

At least this passion can’t be qualified. 
  

And I won’t learn your name, 
And your books will go unpublished,  

I can accept that we will never meet again. 

 
Were you ever 

Sinking through the folds of time? 
It began to fade in my mind, 

Right away, your face 

 
In the theater of dream 

And morning broke like light, 
The pillow rubbing against my cheek. 



Things Forgotten/Marginal Belief/Footnotes 
 

Tell me what’s left out, 
what can’t be imagined blooming  
in this sparse landscape of too few pages. 
 
Have I mentioned the trees, 

the dark glinting 
forest growing twisted 
at the end of the road 
 
always over the bald hills, 

hedging in the sky? 
It was there I spent my childhood 
running in and around so many 
 
buried bodies, with only  

long and lonely torsos  
grasping for the heavens. 
 
Have I mentioned the Gretchens, 
at least a dozen or so, whom I bumped 

into and stumbling backwards gazed  
into their oval faces, reborn? 
 
There is grandeur in the distance, 
in the unreachable heights my  

Gretchens rose to until 
destruction and the plummet. 
 
Have I told you they are living still 
but carrying the broken bones 

and never coming home? 
 
Have I mentioned my family, 
the wild, breathing machine 
that taught me how to read, 

and run away? 
 
 
. 



A Lesson in Boxing 
 
You must always aim 

at your target, the instructor 
tells me 
 
He moves my stance 
to face the mirror. 

I make eye contact 
with myself 
 
and jabcrosshook 
towards that man, 

fists held limply 
by his chin, 
 
fake aggression  
on his face. 

I long to connect 
the punch, pummel him 
to the ground, 
 
hitting every weak spot 

(I know so well) 
until there is nothing left 
but gym shorts, a borrowed shirt, 
and bruised muscle. 



Slow Dancing to the Future of Film 
 

beneath the ornate chandelier arms curved but not bent 
there is a scraping of bare feet across sanded wood outside  
the theater, the fury of the road, the grinding sound of bricks  
being wed were you in the forest then or as a child? 
the flitting plastic wrapping and the projection has ended 

 
folding up the last notes under your tongue no railings 
could hold your tremendous weight of disbelief 
Oh, let this longing last forever!  
each step a shot, wild and blind and fired into the crowd, of course 

not even kind enough to fake a death or smile 
I watch you walk away from the roof of the theater as if  
crawling in a nylon tunnel closer to the final glow 
fine with being squeezed from all sides. 
 

Movement, movement, double back, bite your thumb 
to keep from crying along the iron fenceposts 
and on and on until the sun runs out of consolations,  
shrugs and stops exploding. 
 

I follow down dim corridors but lack a dancer’s vocabulary  
every twisted wrist wasted on me speaking of the script 
eventually the music faded and movement was once  
again just motion inside a frame 



Anger and Apathy Sleeping in a Queen-Size Bed 



Shades of Abigail 
 

What beauty can I hope 
to bring into this world 

where everything 
meager, eager, small or grand 

seems to be complete? 

 
Any awe oozing 

from the corner of my mouth 
is paint on the museum tiles 

or pain or something inconceivable 

concealed in a virgin’s tongue. 
 

I’m still haunted by two ghosts 
of the same sweet girl, 
the mythic neighbor, 

one is burning and broken  
as the veil around the kiln. 

 
The other remains 

There is nothing better, 

tomorrow holds only shades 
and bowls of cherry stones. 



 

Robert’s View of Finished 
 
I. 
A month passed 
sitting by the Padre’s foot 
at the seaside mansion 

occasionally walking  
along the water 
to throw stones 
and watch them sink 
falling into fits 

of sleep there on the sand sometimes 
the poet strolled by to borrow sips 
wine and speak nonsense 
in and out of rhyme 
while the moon rose 

and washed us 
 
II. 
When will time  
slow enough to see 

its aching skeleton? 
 
I reach out 
and grab at the stillness. 
My fingers fraught with strings 

of green fizzle, the ocean veins 
 
 
III. 
As soon as dinner ended we cleared  

the table, brushed the remains 
into the trash and left  
the plates in the sink 
the world reserved 

to walk through 
as guests escorted  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Poetry 

 
A sparrow sings on a telephone wire 

that carries a busy signal 
from the origin to the oracle 



One Drawing of a Snowy Mountain Range 
 

Measured fingers 
dismantling 
 
time and all 
 

the feathers  
overhead 
 
“I look down 
and my notebook is bare” 

 
The progenitor 
weeping and climbing 
red rock hills 
 

gaping 
in the ground 
 
Hello, deep eye  
of earth 



The Magic Anxiety of Natural Hums 
 

Somewhere 
we’d collapsed, perhaps 

over a path of dried up water lilies. 
I’ve missed another perfect sunrise. 

 

This morning might have been the moment 
the universe reset. Sitting here 

so solemnly trying to place the name. 
 

Then the pen 

spills and licks the page spreading  
sound waves of a perfect pitch. 

 
I thought I’d be up early, 
move around the house 

as the rising light 
turns the dirty dishes to gold. 

 
The whole business is dirty with deceit 

and I am living in a palace of dust. 

 
The hours shuffle back and forth 

stopping to pick at their toes 
or wipe gunk from half-closed eyes. 

 

Minutes drip into the soup. 
We sift them out 

peel the opaque film off 
like eggshell skin. 

 

They’ll be served burning 
to the touch and lost forever. 

 



The Plot Revisited 
  after Borges 
 
Outside a dog is groaning for midnight 

so that a scene may be repeated 

but with his master gone 

he is dying. 

Left to dig down in crumbling cement 

he does not know 

and he is being killed 

 

I had no idea it hurt so much. 

Not read, 

these words 

must be heard 

slow surprise 
as he falls  

 

he recognizes an adopted son 

of his and says to him 

with gentle reproof, 

Look at you, 

living in the palace of dust. 

 

A gaucho is attacked 

by other gauchos. 

In the south Province of Buenos Aires, 

to trace the face back to a bedroom 

Destiny take pleasure nineteen centuries later 

in repetition, varients, symmetries: 

somewhere we’d collapsed, 
the pathetic cry 

 

Pero che 

you too, my son! 

Shakespeare and Quevedo revive 

the song of city pathos 

ceasing to defend the face 

of Marcus Junius Brutus 

his protégé, perhaps his son 

abandoned in the meadow 

 

discovered among the blades 

and faces. 

 

Pressed to the foot 
of a statue by the impatient daggers 

of his friends, Caesar, 

to make his horror complete. 



Indiscriminate Taste of Escape 
 

 

Open door policy  

at the hopeless hospital 

wearing the guilt  

of getting jilted 

wrung around her neck 

the others in the getaway car 

knocking down the open road   

cackling and highing five 

drunk thoughts litter 

the waiting cleric, the white room 

the                    appropriate                    amount                     of                     time 
 



 

 

Hope for Seth 
 
We’ve had our fun 
lights back on, head pounding  
and look at all the mess we’ve made. 
there is lead in my blood and bones 

 
We went wild 
opened the cages 
and tore at our necks 
 

The skyline razed 
walking through the rubble 
 
I don’t remember the construction 
or the demolition, just sleeping  

with the architect 
who showed me the blueprints  
 
no use 
or function without fruit 

but a fire in the orchard 
 
This the last 
generation gripping a thin mirror 
and a white ribbon tied around our wrist 

flashing and shining beneath the aching sun 
 
fingers twitch 
legs begin to move 
we are walking again 

slow and aimless 
but steady as silence 
before singing 
 
I’ve been wrong before 

but I think rain is on the way  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

Ode to Joni 
 
Call me California 
or crooked park bench. 
I can hold you here a while longer 
in rotting wood. Your silk skirts  

 
against my claws. Honestly,  
go catch your plane. 
By this time tomorrow 
you’ll be twirling stars  

around dark eyed men 
in Spain. When they dip 
you, fall 
 
singing for gypsies  

in the fire hills. 
And if you sang a song 
for me, that would be alright. 
 
 



Dowsing for Fire in the Fields of Indifference 
 

We are living in a colony of fierce contentment. 

Their perfect smiles glinting from the shore, 

spread blankets and legs crossed at the ankle.  

Brown baskets, green apples and red thoughts 

over ripening skin 

 

The sun catches your gilded garden 

and the daffodils glow metallic 
fresh as the casting hour 

 

The warm breeze whispers  

noon into my ear and I doze  
off in my gossamer vessel. 

You are somewhere on the shore, fidgeting  

behind the lens. 

 

The smilers push by me on the staircase. 

Synthetic fibers in their blazers 

swooshing across my face, 

a broom over a drum. 

My own clothes are speckled and torn 

a failed escape through the forest 

and thorns in my heels. 

 

I am winded or unwound, 
crawl sideways in the hollow of the hill. 

Your face shone and showed 

an aching. I was wrong. 

 

You are an asphodel, 

born in the meadows of hell 

surrounded by the balanced, 

who want nothing  

more than to consume  

your beauty. But you have seen Elysian Fields 

growing on the banks at the end of the world. 

 

The mapmaker traced  

his daughter’s hand, we are  

somewhere near the mercurial line 
How long can you hold you breath? 

 

We must move  

silent among these machines, 

swim in Oceanus under  

sleeping moonlight and check ourselves 

for signs of perfection. 



dead hearts 
 

mending (with 
a ruckus) 
 
don’t hold it 
up to the light or stare 

        right 
 
past  
 
her cousins caught it under the porch 

now it’s dripping in the kitchen 
 
sneaking out at night 
to swim in the black lake 



Contrapposto 
 
Motor mouth, my love 
the moon is pale inside 

your birdbath eyes 
 

Take me in your arms 
clutched to that cold pulse 

my parents are off 
after the sun  
 

No more running  

out at night to writhe 
beneath the bridge now  

we chain ourselves  
beneath my bed 

 
Reach across the table  

with your lovely android hands 
I'll drip porcelain  
across your palms 

 
the forgiving radiation  

unhinged electric air 
Fill the ice trays with  
champagne, storm off 

 
 



A Fugue for Somnia 
 

Night elbowed her way into Strathville. 

Her toes kicked ships in the harbor, 

belly plopped onto the interstate 

where cars plow through her  

gutter ribs. 

 

Are you there, neighbor? 

I can’t hear you through the floorboards. 

The rustling of Night wracks my ears. 

You don’t see her rubbing 

her long fingers together 

at your windowsill. 

 

The hole  

in my comforter is growing. Fluff and feathers 

spurt outward when I dream. What if mice have been tearing at it? 

Their droppings are beneath my mattress, 

someplace I can't bear to look.  

 

With my ear against the mortal wall, I feel  

the shaking of the earth. My knuckles crack 

as I hear you scratching hopeless poems  

onto the underside of coins again, 

words across the faces of dead men. Silver filings pile up 

around your desk, sawdust  

under the ark. 

 

Each day I check my change. 

Sometimes I find one of yours. How long have you been with me? 

So long to your tiny efforts! 

At best, you guess a name or some new color. 

Grey light shines through my floorboards during the smallest hours, 

when you stroke your genius. Words  

lost in the world. Are you happy as dreamers 

cut off their circulation, and your children sleep  



in shallow wells? 

 

Night is tapping at my window.  

I have half a mind to let her in, 

sleep in those tunicate arms. 

I have half a mind.  

Break it in half and two whole parts remain. 

 

Snap and a silence. 

 

You plug your ears platitudes 

as Night moans into your keyhole. 

 

Are you awake?  

Has the nervous symphony started? 

You’ll be forgotten like the rest of us. I can hear  

a typing or a tapping. 

Night’s nails against the temple. 

You write that name again and again, 

 

stretching the letters out until they fall  

off the page. Just wait. All day 

some sound will rattle around your mind, 

unable to escape through throat or song. Some unearthly sound 

without an anchor, floating through the ether  

of your thoughts for resolution. 

Harbor it. Sink it. Blow the damn thing up. 

 

Do you hear me, neighbor? 

I am upstairs, climbing into the tear. 

Still you smile and keep trying at eternity, 

decomposing at your desk. 

I will keep Night away. 

She is staring through my window and I am staring back. 



Collapsed 
 

I’m too tired to write tonight. 
The rain soaked through  
my clothes on the walk home 
and now they’re lumped like candle wax 
on my floor as I stand  

naked in the middle of my room. I’ll get it 
down tomorrow. The author’s tombstone 
teeth. Falling asleep  
in the library. The water rising  
from the sewers. 

Another day, another  
detonation defused.  
 
What’s the point in writing 
about black holes? 



 
 
 

The Poet 
 

Here is the painting 
of the farmhouse 

in the lightening storm 
 

He ignores the velvet rope 
and moves close enough 

to touch the thin glob 

of white and runs home 
 

to press his face against  
the cool kitchen table 



To Stay and See Through Leaves  
 

I. 
child if you read this 
remember to be kind 
especially when in pain 
blood pooling 

under your tongue 
 
II. 
The chasm stretches  
doubling with each step 

through thick time 
towards the idea of you 
my feet wrinkle 
and my mind clouds 
you are growing clearer 

and farther away 
 
III. 
The soldiers marched into Mozote in early winter of nineteen eighty-one. 
 

They lined up the townspeople in the plaza and locked some in the church 
The soldiers were there to find guerillas, men and women who took up arms  
and fell into the forests to protect the people from raids by the military 
 
If there were guerillas they didn’t protect anyone. 

 
The only person to survive was Rufina Amaya. A mother of five. She says God 
told her to hide in the tree by the edge of the field. Through the branches, she 
watched the soldiers decapitate her husband, shoot her children, burn down 
Mozote. 

 
She hid for two days while the world came down around her. When the smoke 
cleared and gunshots stopped, she left the mausoleum. Somehow, the sun was 
shining. 
 

They hadn’t buried any bodies. 
 
IV. 
A young girl with dark eyes 
and short black hair 

appears on the top 
of the dusty hill. 
Her pink bicycle. 
 



The man in front of our group 
is patting the tree at the edge 
of the field and pointing  

to the bullet holes in the standing 
cement walls, the skeletons of homes. 
I turn to look at the girl 
but she’s gone now 
it’s just the space –  

between myself 



Epilogue 
 

starting again 
or staring out the window 

 

into a frieze of white elms 
or I, myself am frozen 
 

with one reluctant eye 
or my burning passion for errors 

 
begging the slow wild 

or smile and set a thousand 
 

paper pigeons on fire 
or hearken back to the ark 

 

and how 
or once we find the mystery 

 

it seems just thread 
or the knotted plaything 

 
rassled on the living room rug 

or the characters fall flat 

 
upon the page, some choked 

or quiet in the morning moments 
 

before the band begins to play 

or creeping through the kitchen 
 

for a glass of milk 

or watching as the painters tape 
 

off the rectangles of your home 
or music cajoling more and more 

 

with a wink 
 
 

 



We Arrive at the Scrimshaw House 
 

empty handed and eager. I drink their tequila 
(though I hate the stuff) because the bottle 
is aztec gold, yet it tastes more like corn meal  
and nail polish remover. 
 

The men are speaking Spanish  
thinking I can’t misunderstand them, 
they laugh before my face about my bones. 
We get sick (I feel fine) and leave. 
 

A steel highway curving absurdly 
the distant crash of cars echoing 
in the basement will grow larger 
each year yet there you are  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
in the middle of the intersection. 
Come quickly, Sophia. 

I am getting worse with age 
or the years I’m willing to commit 
 
when I weep over the garden  
outside my balcony the joy  

that springs up unexpected  
on quiet afternoons I want the men 
to see my skull pulse with each thought  
the wrinkles in my forehead, the folds 
of night too easy to fade into 

 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

II. 
 



Untitled 
 (Replica) 
 
Night too easy 

  to fade  
 into like rising light 
 
We move around like house as gold 
in the moments 

   before the universe 
reset I was sleeping 
then and now I won’t learn your name 
 
your books miscarried 

in the theater 
  of dream 
 
folding up the last notes, I follow 
every twisted  

wrist 
  and dance spilling spring 
 

not read 
 

symmetry we cried 
 pathetic, variants on the demise 
 
he recognized that face 
 as midnight 

chased it out from under his door 
 
my son, look at you 
blood pooling under the town hall 
the hopeless hospital 

  knocking down 
 

this sparse landscape 



To Throw Stones 
 

my feet wrinkle no more  
running, take me in your arms 
as I stand soaked through  
your dead heart dulled  
against these streets 

 
at least we sift them out 
as the wind rises in the valley 
rips through the sheets 
anger and apathy 

sleeping in a queen sized bed 
 
keep the doors shut 
the soldiers are in the plaza 
and the moon is pale 

 



Epilogue 
 

starting again 

into a frieze of white elms 
with one reluctant eye 

begging the slow wild 
paper pigeons on fire 

and how 
it seems just thread 

rassled on the living room rug 
upon the page, some choked 

before the band begins to play 

for a glass of milk 
off the rectangles of your home 

with a wink 

 
 



Call me California 
 

the warm breeze whispers. 
Off in my gossamer vessel  
dozing on a crooked park bench 
noon in both my ears noon 
 
I can hold the thought a while longer 
in rotting wood. Your silk skirts 
somewhere on the shore, fidgeting 
behind the lens 

 



The View from a Plush Forgotten Couch 
 

the kind of music 
 dreams you parlor drunk 
  red velvet tears down 
 
your backside and a man 

 in every hand sporting  
lampshade eyelids 

 
they all dance like butlers 
 on boxing day, still 

  too stiff to smile 
   
the piano player’s calling out 
 we laugh and twirl 
  right through the fog 

  



Beginners 
 

Knocking down the open 
road after the projection  
 
each step silver and blind 
as any actor 

 
Oh, let this longing last forever! 
 
The railing gives out 
I almost fall 
 
before the grinding sound 

and become another  
 
iron fencepost 
 
but I double back  

catch myself 
 
from the fury  
of the road 
 

drunk thoughts 
wrung around my neck 



and life begins again 
 

the aorta clenches  
marveling at the irresolute 
perimeter, the whole place 
sings but light seeps in from somewhere 
and light dims to keep the doors shut 

the townspeople try spilling 
spring blood and gross sinews 
in the town hall basement 
 
there’s a town minutes 

from the four chambers 
 
 

 
 



 

What’s the Point in Writing about Black Holes? 
 
resolution of the earthly sound 
“a tearing” 
one dot of incredibly dense time 
a lagging pinch in the curtain 

sunrise cannot pierce 
 
we aren’t expanding anymore 
and when we’re dragged backwards 
into the gaping stillness 

there will be no way to know 
 
clocks will slow and lie 
affirming that it took three minutes, 
an hour, fourteen days to close 

the door and blink into the sun 
 
I’ll speak your name as slow 
as settled boulders, until 
time resets or dissipates iridescence  

 
so long, bubble skin 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

III. 



yes, attacked 
 

you must always aim 
at your instructor, fists 
dangling, we fell into fits 
of sleep. gutter ribs pressed 
to the blade discovered 

 
my father at the foot of the statue 
he saw the faces of dead men 
and some odd words etched –  
 

borrowed aggression 
sips of wine, your silver heart 
the perfect pitch 
 
I roll the cherry stone 

around my mouth 
a memory 
or I, myself, am frozen 
 
Near the edge of the sky 

string pulled taut 
still knotted, still 
pulling higher  
and farther away 
clear on the horizon 

 
take destiny back 
to shake the mortal wall 



Epilogue 
 

music cajoling more  

and more watching as the painters tape 
creeping through the kitchen quiet  
in the morning moments the characters fall flat 

 
the knotted plaything once  
we find the mystery hearken back 

to the ark, smile and set a thousand burning 
my passion for errors I  

myself am frozen staring out the window 
 



Deliver the Verdict 
 

as any actor creeping  
through the kitchen quiet 
the characters fall flat as I stand  
folding your dead dog heart  
the last notes not read 

 
no more running  
take me in your arms 
somewhere slow and lie 
there will be no way to know 

 
 



A Lesson in Boxing 
 

My fists droop from my ears again. 
Your weak spot’s exposed, 

the instructor says and turns me 
to face the mirror and I clench 

and raise my fists again. 



Blow the Damn Thing Up 
 

her Cousins caught it 
underneath the porch 
the wild breathing machine 
growing twisted and defused 
 



 
 
 
 

IV. 
 



The Distant Crash of Cars 
 

I. 
We went wild in our cages 
the meadow of thrilled decay 
I had no idea it hurt so much. 
The water’s rising 

and your children sleep  
in shallow wells 
 
II. 
to face the mirror  

naked in the middle of the room 
and raise my fists again 
stare right past the aching skeleton 
This whole business is dirty with deceit 
weeping and climbing 

 
There’s nothing better, 
 
 
III. 

Outside a dog is groaning for midnight 
ceasing to defend the face of the farmhouse  
Red Velvet tears down or will. 
There is grandeur in the distance 
 

 
IV. 
Reach across the table,  
press his face against  
the cool kitchen counter 

Hit like you mean it 
 

Are you awake?  
I have half a mind to let her sleep  
in those tunicate arms. 
Come quickly, Sophia, 

weep with clouds. 
I think rain is on the way  
but I’ve been wrong before 
 



Blue with Ideas 
 

Tell me what I left 
on the far side  
of that mountain range 
my mother, for one 
the eternal furnace  

and all the good days  
when it was just enough 
to laugh out clouds  
and plan presents for tomorrow. 
 

Time is well fed  
and getting fatter 
and why not?  
The frozen point  
in space has no evil 

inclinations. It’s more  
a mid-day nap  
than stagnation  
or explosion  
though we may wake up  

different people. 
Someone help  
that child cross the street. 
 
And I am sleeping fine,  

if not too much! 
Such ornate doors  
to waltz through  
around swell melting walls.  
I loved her, yes 

no matter if she never  
lived, perhaps my heart 
has an extra chamber  
for the stuff of dreams 
mending there beneath  

the lawmakers 
 
I left the daffodils to grow on their own 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

V. 



 
 
 

A Lesson in Boxing 
 

Hit like you mean it 
 


